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NOT ALLOWING

THE DEFEAT

TO SLOW US

DOWN

Sometimes it is necessary to take a few
steps back in order to move a few steps for-
ward. In spite of the outcome of the 2004

presidential elections, we as Armenian- Americans need to
reevaluate our approach and strengthen our efforts in order
to successfully move the Armenian cause forward in the
American political system. At the beginning of a new presi-
dency in the White House, each of us should reflect on the
ways we have worked thus far, and create a plan of action in
order to move forward more effectively. What is our new and
improved plan?

It is important to continuously keep in mind all the
different challenges that we as Armenian-Americans face
on a day-to-day basis. Alongside our political cause, we
struggle with the fear of assimilation. This threat is a
reality, which exists in the Diaspora. Many of us con-
stantly separate our American lifestyle from our
Armenian culture. Rather than separating the two, we
can work towards creating a solid hybridization. The
simplest example of this hybrid identity is evident
through our involvement in American politics for the
good of Armenia. We all need to make an added effort
to embrace our Armenian identity within our American
lifestyle. There are successful means of Armenian
expression through an American context, or even vice
versa. So let us put ourselves out there, campaign for
Armenian politicians, support Armenian bands, attend
art shows of Armenian artists, and collectively work
towards establishing a constructive hybrid identity.

It is our time to pioneer a new movement in Armenian-
American politics, literature, music, and art. By bringing togeth-
er all aspects of a hybrid culture, we can create a comfortable
medium, from which we can work to achieve all common goals.
The more we immerse within the existing American society, the
better equipped we become in future projects. So let us contin-
ue expanding intellectually and actively, and remember to always
strive for progress not perfection.

E
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Moses Keshishian

The United Human Rights Council was established in 2001 by a

group of dedicated and inspired young people, who wanted to fight for

human rights worldwide, but initially in Turkey. Since its creation, the

UHRC has been on the front lines of dismantling what it calls the Turkish

Denial Machine.

What is the Turkish Denial Machine?  It is the Ottoman Empire that

massacred 1.5 million Armenians in 1915; it is the present-day Turkish

government, which after 90 years of political terrorism, denies that the

Genocide ever took place. The Turkish Denial Machine is the monster

that has scarred the lives of millions and continues to violate the human

rights of many more until today.

To fuel its machine the Turkish government is consistently increasing

its exports to the world, including $3 billion to the United States. Without

realizing the damage it causes, the Armenian people have been support-

ing the Turkish Denial Machine by purchasing products made in Turkey.

The sale of these products generates tax revenue for the Turkish govern-

ment, which it uses to further fuel its denial campaigns.

Made up of youth from different university campuses and communi-

ty organizations, the UHRC has actively encouraged both Armenian and

non-Armenian businesses to stop selling Turkish goods.

Letter writing campaigns, online efforts, rallies, flyer distributions, and

other forms of information dissemination have been used to educate the

public at large about Turkey's human rights record and the adverse effects

of buying Turkish products.

A recent example of such efforts took place on October 24, 2004 in

Santa Monica, Calif. when UHRC members handed the managers of the

3rd Street Promenade Gap, Old Navy, and Banana Republic stores letters

requesting that they stop selling clothing made in Turkey. The group also

distributed several thousand flyers to local consumers informing them of

Turkey's human rights violations and that the purchase of Turkish goods

can fuel the denial and distortion attempts made by Turkey.

Through its Web site, the UHRC has recruited volunteers world wide

to help in the execution of its projects and programs. With help from the

general public the UHRC will further expand its operations.

Please visit www.unitedhumanrights.org to learn more about the

UHRC and how you can help.

U N I T E D H U M A N R I G H T S . O R G
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Staffwriter

On Saturday, September 25, hundreds of Armenian

youth gathered in Little Armenia providing their vol-

unteer services to the AYF's 2nd Annual Little

Armenia Cleanup. Volunteers from all over Southern

California and even Fresno helped remove thousands

of pounds of trash from major streets in Little

Armenia.

Organized by the Armenian Youth Federation and

cosponsored by Los Angeles City Councilmember Eric

Garcetti's Office, the cleanup attracted volunteers from

the public at large and community organizations such

as the AYF, Homenetmen Los Angeles Chapter, and

the ARF Badanegan Organization.

Before the cleanup began Reverend Father Vicken

Vassilian representing his Grace Archbishop

Moushegh Mardirossian, Prelate of the Western

Prelacy Armenian Church, blessed both the effort of

the AYF and the volunteers' willingness to serve the

community.

Los Angeles City 13th District Councilmember

Eric Garcetti thanked the volunteers for their efforts

and welcomed the initiative of both the volunteers and

the AYF. Relaying the AYF Central Executive's mes-

sage, Razmig Haroun encouraged the youth to display

their ownership of Little Armenia by increasing their

involvement in the improvement of the community.

"The AYF strives to serve the Armenian nation and

Armenian people by every possible means at its dispos-

al," said Shant Baboujian, Chairman of the AYF

Western Region. "The Little Armenia Cleanup is one

of many such projects to make this home away from

home more reflective both of the Armenian people

and our homeland." 

In the coming weeks 24 "Welcome to Little

Armenia" light-post banners will be added to the

existing 39 erected last year. With the depiction of

the Tri-color, Sardarabad Monument, and Mount

Ararat, the banners have added a touch of

Armenia to the community.

The Armenian Youth Federation would like to

thank the volunteers and the official sponsors of the

Little Armenia Clean Up, without whom the event

would not have been the success that it was. Adin of

California, Asbarez Daily Armenian Newspaper, Arbat

Grocery & Deli, Horizon Armenian Television, Nor

Hayastan Daily Newspaper, USA Armenian Life

Magazine, Closet World, Color Depot, Donoyan

Insurance Agency, St. Vincent Jewelry Center, Carpet

Show, Jons Market, Eric Garcetti's Office and staff,

and the A.R.F. Hollywood Karekin Njteh Gomideh,

played a fundamental role in the success of this public

service effort. 3



Mark Gedikyan

Ipryv Wari[ Simon Wraxyan yv Arap0 badanygan masnajiv.yrov5 inkzinks paqdavor yv hbard
g4zcam cor/agxylov yv ungyragxylov a3sbisi da.antavor5 cor/ovnia3 yv qantawar badaninyrov hyd1
Myr 3a]o.ov;ivnnyru darinyrov un;axkin artivnkn e irynx 3aradyv cor/in yv anqon] havadkin5 havadk
mu or bedk e warage ,ad ,adyrovn orowhydyv gu havadank ;e cor/i mu 3a]o.ov;ivnu artivnkn e z0ravor
gamki ov havadki1 

A3s0rova3 myr badaninyru5 wa.ova3 myr a-a[nortnyrn yn oronk bidi nyr,n[yn ov .ygawaryn myr azcu5
ovsdi anonk bedk e zinoracrovin paro3agan par2r ar=eknyrow5 fizicagan hz0r ov=ow yv mda3in ar;ovn
cidyliknyrow5 hydyvapar5 mynk polors miasnapar bedk e 0=antagynk or abaca3 syrovntnyru badiv
pyryn ha3 =o.owovrtin ov ha3rynikin1

Lsynk anonx gan[u ka]alyrynk ov cnahadynk anonx novazacov3n 2y-kpyrovmnyru yv mi,d nyxovg gancnink
irynx an2nagan ;e azca3in cor/ovneov;yan1 

21-rt tarov symin5 myr badanygan miov;yan ,arkyru govcan hz0raxnylov H7 #7 T76i my/ undaniku5
ovqdylow ,arovnagyl ha3 =o.owovrti azca3in azadacragan ba3karu5 mi,d bahan[ader mnalow
min]yv iracor/ovi myr taravor yrazu5 AZAD ANGAQ YV MIAXYAL HA#ASDAN1
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At age 14,

most would think that

life could not be any simpler.

For those of us that are past that age, we

know that times could not have been more relaxed and enjoyable

then. Not a care in the world. All that was required from us was to

attend school during the day and then go home... Not too much went

on in between. There was no need to go to work and there were no

real responsibilities to worry about. For most 14 year old badanees,

some of the most exciting things included wondering when the next

badanee kebob night would be or just looking forward to going to

winter seminar. Life is meant to be fun and carefree at that age. But

for Nataline Sarkisian, being 14 has been anything but fun or care-

free. To date, she is a member of the San Fernando badanee chapter

and prior to about 5 months ago, was a member of their executive

body.

A time came when Nataline's family began to notice some

distinctive changes in her behavior. Her eating habits changed dra-

matically, she seemed to be tired more often than usual and of all

things wasn't able to attend her badanegan meetings on Friday nights

because of exhaustion. Something was definitely wrong. After con-

sulting a physician, Nataline and her family were devastated when she

was diagnosed with Leukemia: cancer of the blood. Her family knew

that this would not be an easy process, but no one was ever willing to

lose hope in the incredible strength that Nataline possessed. Actions

were taken immediately to make sure that she received the absolute

best care.

A f t e r

being admitted into

the Children's Hospital of

Los Angeles, Nataline began the long and painful process of

fighting this horrible disease. On a daily basis, it was necessary for

Nataline to undergo one test after the other to pinpoint exactly

what was going on and how to take care of it best. She began the

chemotherapy, which causes great aches and pains throughout the

entire body, but not for a second did she lose her will to keep fight-

ing.

I am very happy to say that Nataline Sarkisian is currently in

remission and finally home. She now visits the hospital less fre-

quently for chemotherapy, which is still necessary to ensure that the

leukemia is treated.

Throughout this difficult process, the support of the communi-

ty and well-wishers was amazing. Nataline and her family received

a great deal of support from all around the world. However, our

help is still greatly needed. With each chemotherapy treatment,

Nataline's blood count decreases, resulting in her need for blood

transfusions. Her blood type is B+ but her body will accept any of

the following blood types: B+, B-, O+ or O-. Please visit the

Children's Hospital of Los Angeles and make a donation to her

blood bank. The entire process of donating blood, including the

paperwork, takes less than an hour. With nearly 3,000 children

being diagnosed with leukemia annually, that one hour could very

possibly help save the life of an innocent child. Please take the

time to help Nataline through these difficult times.

Children's Hospital of Los Angeles
4650 Sunset Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA. 90027

(323) 660-2450 

Please call and make an appointment in advance to donate

to Nataline Sarkissian’s blood-bank.  The entire process of

donating blood takes no more than one hour of your day.

Too often we underestimate the
power of a touch, a smile, a kind

word, a listening ear, an honest
compliment, or the smallest act of

caring, all of which have the
potential to turn a life around. 

-Leo Buscaglia 
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Serouj Aprahamian

In the midst of what many are calling the most important election of

modern American history, what better place to be than in Washington,

D.C.?  Better yet, what better place to be than the ANCA office in

Washington, D.C.?  That is precisely where I find myself as a part of the

ANCA Extended Internship program.

Of course, given the negative policies of the Bush administration

towards Armenians (see Haytoug, Summer 2004), the primary focus of

the ANCA has been to help John Kerry in the elections. Yet, the scope

of the ANCA's work is much broader than this. Some of the other major

projects during this election cycle include ensuring that Congress provides

Armenia permanent normal trade relations (PNTR) status, gaining addi-

tional support for the Genocide Resolution, providing young Armenians

with positions in Washington through the Capital Gateway Program, and

sending out a questionnaire to various congressional candidates across the

country asking for their positions on issues important to Armenian-

Americans.

The work I have been doing consists of everything from stuffing

envelopes and running errands to doing research and preparing press

releases. The Candidate Questionnaire mentioned above has also been a

major project I've had the privilege of working on. However, aside from

the satisfaction I've felt from being able to help the ANCA in its ongoing

work, my experience so far has been mostly educational. The individuals

I've had the opportunity to work with in the office are truly intelligent,

dedicated, and overall amazing people. They continuously take time out

to explain and discuss with me issues important to Hai Tad. I've gained a

new understanding of the intricacies of political work in the United States

and our role as Armenian-Americans within the system. I've also learned

more about the tremendous impact our activism can have on the future of

Armenia and Artsakh. We really do have the most power to help

Armenia's progress in comparisson to any other community in the world.

My stay here has made me much more confident that with

increasing amounts of support and grassroots activism, we can achieve all

of our goals and ambitions. We not only have to increase our own indi-

vidual efforts to do this, but each of us must also do our part to get those

around us involved as well.

Berj Parseghian and Caspar Jivalegian

This year was topped off by a greatly

successful executive workshop, which ensures a

promising year for the AYF. Yet, no matter how

great things look, there still remains an issue of

concern raised during the workshop itself: the

increasing effects of the White Massacre

('Jermak Chart'). The very fact that this article is

in English indicates one of the main reasons for

our concern. Most AYF members have a very

hard time expressing their views in Armenian,

with very few exceptions. No matter how you

look at it, this will inevitably become a signifi-

cant problem for our ethnic group over time.

For argument's sake, let us fast-forward to

the year 2034 and assume that the Armenian

Genocide has been accepted throughout the

world. We fought hard for this accomplishment,

giving it all we had. We received reparations, and

now it is decision-making time. Either we stay

here in America and continue to live our fairly

comfortable lives, or move back to our home-

land and endure hard times, all to rebuild what

we once had. Almost everyone we talk to says

that they, most likely, would not be able to fulfill

their responsibility of moving back to Armenia.

That is the first part of the problem.

Therefore, after recognition and reparations

we remain here in America. What will bind us

together? What dreams and goals will the next

generation have to strive toward? Language and

our culture would indeed be a huge unifying fac-

tor. Yet, we don't know our language. That is the

second part of the problem, 'jermak chart,' the

white massacre, assimilation. Call it what you

want. Either way, it can very easily bring the end

to what we have here as Armenians.

Many who read this article will initially

feel it is too extreme. Yet, there is a reason for this,

and that is the simple fact that we need an awak-

ening amongst the Armenian youth here in

America. By being so extreme, we plan to promote

the study of our language and heritage by the

youth so that we will not lose it in the years to

come, so that we will be able to keep our

Armenian identity. We hope that those who read

this article will take what is said seriously, and will

weigh the consequences it holds for our future. We

believe the AYF must take immediate action to put

an end to or counteract this process of assimila-

tion for the sake of the beliefs and goals so clear-

ly outlined in its manifesto.

The power rests in our hands, the

hands of the youth. Let us use it wisely!



Reason 1 - The Armenian lobby is outmatched and outspent

Although the Armenian lobby in Washington, DC is perceived as one of the

most influential ethnic lobbies, it is still evolving and is outspent by pro-Turkish

interests.  Former Speaker of the House, Bob Livingston's firm, which lobbies on

behalf of the Republic of Turkey, earned 1.4 million dollars between the months

of February and July 2004 to lobby on Turkish issues.  

Reason 2 - The Turkish lobby has powerful allies

If the Turkish lobby were working on its own, then we might be able to

match them by pooling all of our resources together.  But other lobbying

groups that support Turkey include certain Jewish organizations who see a

benefit for Israel to maintain close relations with Turkey, defense contractors

who sell weapons to Turkey's military, and oil/energy companies who side

with Azerbaijan and Turkey on foreign policy issues in hopes of winning

valuable Caspian Sea oil contracts.  

Reason 3 - "Recognition would hurt U.S. - Turkey relations"

This is a line too often heard from individuals who argue against recognition

of the Armenian Genocide.  This argument makes the assumption that the

Turkish Government would sever all its ties to the United States or shut down

U.S. army and air force bases in Turkey if the U.S. were to recognize the

Armenian Genocide.  

Reason 4 - State and Defense Department interests oppose recognition

Certain factions within the Departments of State and Defense argue that offi-

cial recognition of the Armenian Genocide conflicts with American security inter-

ests.  In 2000, a number of State Department officials claimed that if the Genocide

resolution passed Congress, it would cost American lives.  The assumption is that

recognition of the genocide would fuel anti-American sentiments in Turkey.  This

idea is coupled with the opinion of many policy makers: Turkey is still perceived as

a valuable NATO ally.

Reason 5 - Current Leadership in Congress opposes recognition
One of the key obstacles to recognition efforts is getting any legislation

past the current leadership in Congress.  Although the community has many

close friends in the Republican Party, no one has been able to exert enough

influence over the leadership to ensure the passage of a resolution or bill.

The current leadership is comprised of individuals who receive significant

campaign contributions from oil lobby interests and other groups working

against genocide recognition initiatives.

Ardashes Kassakhian

Anniversaries tend to mark happy occasions in our culture but next year marks the 90th anniversary of arguably one of the darkest chapters in human

history - the Armenian Genocide which took place between 1915 - 1923. Over 1.5 million Armenians perished in what was a state sponsored massacre

of an innocent civilian population. To this day, the Republic of Turkey refuses to acknowledge that such an event took place.

As Americans who share a common Armenian heritage, the refusal of our own government to pressure Turkey to come to terms with its bloody past

has left many Armenian-Americans dissatisfied with our government's policies.

Every year Armenian-Americans and other citizens of good conscience petition their representatives in Congress, the U.S. Senate and the White

House to properly acknowledge these crimes as a genocide and thus take a significant step towards official Turkish acknowledgement. In spite of the

best efforts of many community organizations and political groups, these efforts fall short of their eventual goal. There is a myriad of reasons why these

efforts have failed. By understanding these reasons we can begin to reevaluate our strategies and reallocate our community's resources to address this

Reason 6 - The President of the United States must exert influence

Of the last three Presidents, none have described the Armenian Genocide as such.  Ronald

Reagan was the last President to do so and he was from California.  The subsequent Presidents -

Bush from Texas, Clinton from Arkansas, and Bush Jr. from Texas - are all from states that have

no significant Armenian populations and none have had a meaningful relationship with any

Armenians.  On the other hand, the three of the four individuals who lost to these three were from

either states that have a heavy Armenian population or had a close personal connection with

Armenians - Michael Dukakis from Massachusetts, Bob Dole from Kansas, and John Kerry from

Massachusetts.  

Reason 7 - Public officials are not held accountable for breaking pledges

Many Armenian-Americans only become interested in the issue of the Armenian Genocide dur-

ing a big election year or around April 24th.  Congress is in session the rest of the year and mem-

bers of Congress need to hear from their constituents on this issue on a regular basis.  More

Armenian-Americans need to be involved in political life on all levels and maintain pressure on elect-

ed officials to keep their promises to the community.  There are numerous Members of Congress that

actively work against Armenian interests and who are still in office.

Reason 8 - Lack of understanding of the issue by the general public

Most Americans are not familiar with the issues related to recognizing the Armenian Genocide, let

alone the actual history of the events that transpired.  The Republic of Turkey spends millions of dol-

lars in buying influence in academic institutions within the United States to improve its image.

Conversely, Armenian-Americans do not support the few academic positions they do have in major

American colleges and universities.  Finally, although many public schools are required to teach about the

Genocide, few actually do because there are no ways to hold these schools accountable. 

Reason 9 - Lack of media attention to the issue

The popular media in the United States does not see the Armenian Genocide as an issue that

interests the public which they serve.  Although the issues did gain headlines in 2000 during a criti-

cal Congressional battle over a House Resolution, the issue for the most part has not hit the airwaves

of major media outlets.  

Reason 10 - Failure to contextualize the Armenian Genocide
As the years pass and the Armenian Genocide becomes history, our community needs to find

ways to keep the issue fresh and at the forefront.  One key way of doing this is by putting the event

in the proper context of crimes against humanity.  Samantha Power, author of the Pulitzer Prize

winning non-fiction book A Problem from Hell: America in the Age of Genocide was able to do

this.  She gave a summary of all the Genocides of the 20th century and began with the Armenian

Genocide.  Lobbying efforts need to replicate this model to ensure a broad coalition of supporters

and to help people understand why the issue is still important today.

TOP TEN REASONS WHY THE UNITED STATES DENIES THE ARMENIAN GENOCIDE

OBSTACLES TO RECOGNITION 

AND REAFFIRMATION
OBSTACLES TO RECOGNITION 

AND REAFFIRMATION
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ARMENIAN AMERICAN ISSUES SUPPORTERS 
WIN BIG IN CONGRESSIONAL ELECTIONS

WASHINGTON, DC -- The Armenian American community scored bipartisan Congressional victories across the political landscape yesterday,

with 199 of 202 Senate and House candidates endorsed by the Armenian National Committee of America (ANCA) winning their elections.

"We are extremely pleased that such an overwhelming majority of our supporters won yesterday, including over 98% of those we endorsed in

the House of Representatives and 97% of the Congressional Armenian Caucus," said ANCA Executive Director Aram Hamparian. "We look for-

ward to working with these friends and the many new members of the 109th Congress on issues ranging from affirming the Armenian Genocide to

strengthening Armenia and defending Nagorno Karabagh's right to self-determination within secure borders."

"More than ever, we were gratified by the dramatically increased involvement of Armenian-Americans in the electoral process, in particular, by

the positive response to our voter education campaign on the ground in local communities and on our website - www.anca.org. In the weeks prior

to the election, we registered over 50,000 unique visits from Armenian-American activists interested in learning more about where their candidates

for office stood on the issues of importance to our community," added Hamparian.

In a separate statement issued earlier today, ANCA Chairman Ken Hachikian congratulated President Bush on his election victory, thanked

Senator Kerry for a hard fought election campaign, and praised the Armenian American community for an unprecedented level of activism in this

season's electoral contests.

100% of ANCA Endorsed Candidates for Senate and 98.5% of House Endorsees Win Reelection

138 of 142 Armenian Caucus Members to Return to the House

U.S. SENATE
All ten ANCA endorsed Senate incumbent candidates were re-

elected, including Barbara Boxer (D-CA), Christopher Dodd (D-CT),

Evan Bayh (D-IN), Barbara Mikulski (D-MD), Judd Gregg (R-NH),

Harry Reid (D-NV), Charles Schumer (D-NY), Ron Wyden (D-OR),

Patrick Leahy (D-VT) and Russell Feingold (D-WI).

In a stunning upset, Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle (D-SD)

lost his seat yesterday to former South Dakota Congressman John

Thune. Daschle, who had received a "C" grade on the ANCA report

card, had been largely unresponsive to Armenian-American concerns,

withholding his support for the Genocide resolution (S.Res.164) in the

108th Congress.

Of the eight members of the Senate retiring, two  Illinois

Republican Peter Fitzgerald and Oklahoma Republican Don Nickles

had received an "F" grade from the ANCA. The others, including

Senators Ben Nighthorse Campbell (R-CO), Bob Graham (D-FL),

Zell Miller (D-GA), John Breaux (D-LA), and Fritz Hollings (D-SC)

generally failed to take a stand on Armenian American concerns. Of

the incoming Senators, the ANCA had endorsed Barack Obama (D-

IL), who had reached out to the Armenian-American community in

the months leading up to the elections and Rep. Johnny Isakson (R-

GA), who, as a House Member, had supported Armenian Genocide

recognition initiatives. Rep. David Vitter (R-LA), who will be replacing

Sen. Breaux (D-LA), had received an "F" rating in the House from the

ANCA for his opposition to Armenian-American concerns.

A consistent supporter of Armenian-American issues, Democratic

Vice-Presidential candidate John Edwards, will be replaced by Rep.

Richard Burr (R-NC), who has received a "C" rating from the

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Congressional Armenian Caucus Co-Chairmen Frank

Pallone (D-NJ) and Joe Knollenberg (R-MI) both will return to

the 109th Congress, along with 138 of the 142 Caucus mem-

bers from the 108th Congress. Also returning are Armenian-

American Representatives Anna Eshoo (D-CA) and John

Sweeney (R-NY) each winning re-election by large margins.

Caucus member Rep. Martin Frost (D-TX) lost, in what

emerged as one of the most expensive House races, to Rep. Jeff

Sessions, who has received an "F" rating from the ANCA. Rep.

Joe Hoeffel (D-PA) lost his bid for the Pennsylvania Senate to

Republican Senator Arlen Specter. Other Caucus members

retiring are Gerald Kleczka (D-WI) and Jim Greenwood (R-

PA).

ANCA endorsed non-incumbents Jim Costa (D-CA-20),

Kenny Marchant (R-TX-24), Joe Schwarz (R-MI-7), Dan

Lungren (R-CA-3) and Cynthia McKinney (D-GA-4), each of

whom won their election bids. Central California ANC mem-

bers worked closely with the Costa campaign in the months

leading up to the vote. McKinney, who served in the House of

Representatives until 2002, was an outspoken advocate of

Armenian Genocide reaffirmation efforts, serving on the

House International Relations Subcommittee on Europe.

Michigan area Armenian-American activists worked with and

fundraised extensively for Joe Schwarz, who is replacing outgo-

ing House member Nick Smith, who has received an "F" rating

from the ANCA. Other House Members with "F" ratings leav-

ing Congress include New York Republican Amo Houghton

and Florida Republican Porter Goss.8



WASHINGTON, DC - The Armenian National

Committee Of America (ANCA) [Ho. Hee.

Dashnaktsutian Washington-ee Hai Tahd-ee Krasenyag]

today congratulated President Bush on his election victo-

ry, thanked Senator Kerry for a hard fought election cam-

paign, and praised the Armenian-American community for

an unprecedented level of activism in this season's elec-

toral contests.

"Throughout the course of this highly competitive

election season, George W. Bush fought to advance his

ideals; John Kerry fought for what he believes in, and so

did we - out there on the front lines of American politics,

fighting hard for the values and interests of the

Armenian-American community," said ANCA Chairman

Ken Hachikian. "As a result of our unprecedented elec-

toral involvement, we have emerged from this contest

having earned the respect of both parties, and of political

insiders across the spectrum, as a vibrant, extremely well

organized, and highly motivated electoral constituency at

the presidential election level."

Commenting on the outcome of the election,

Hachikian noted that, "While, of course, having endorsed

Senator Kerry, we would have liked to see a different out-

come, we understand that for our community the funda-

mental truth for Armenian-Americans remains that the

key to this election - like all elections - is to understand

that our future rests in our hands. Sometimes the candi-

dates we support will win, other times they won't. But we

- the ANCA - will always be out there - on the front lines,

working with all sides to advance our issues across the

American political landscape." He closed by noting that,

"If Armenian history has taught us anything, it is that - we

may not win every battle, but the sure way to lose every

one is to sit on the sidelines."

ANCA CONGRATULATES PRESIDENT BUSH

Urges Administration to Pursue a More Constructive

Approach to Armenian-American Issues in Second Term
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Vicken Sosikian

OIL. As if oil has not been the root of enough evil in our world. As if

oil has not been the cause of enough bombings, attacks, invasions,

wars, human rights violations, deaths, and environmental hazards. In

just a few months human rights activists, Armenian issues activists,

environmentalists, and all other peace-loving people can expect to see

the opening of the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) oil pipeline.
Saudi Arabia).

Designing and planning for the BTC Pipeline began in

November of 2000, and the project is planned to become fully

operational by early 2005. The first tanker is expected to load

oil at the Ceyhan marine terminal in the second half of 2005.

The oil will be carried out under the auspices of an inter-gov-

ernmental agreement between Azerbaijan, Georgia, and

Turkey and in accordance with binding legal agreements

between BTC Co. and those governments.

The builders of the pipeline claim they have appraised and

studied the technical and commercial aspects of the pipeline

for five years and have prepared detailed assessments of the

potential social and environmental impacts.

Haik Gugarats, Assitant to the Ambassador of Armenia to

the United States, explains a different reality.

"A quick look at the map of the Caucasus and the Near

East makes it obvious that the route for the pipeline is nei-

The project is a $3.6 billion investment to unlock a massive

amount of energy from the Caspian Sea by providing a new

crude oil pipeline from Azerbaijan, through Georgia, to

Turkey. From Turkey, the oil will be loaded onto three super-

tankers each day, which will carry it to Western Europe and

the U.S.

Traversing 1087 miles of terrain, the BTC pipeline will

transport up to one million barrels of crude oil per day from

discoveries in the Caspian Sea, known collectively as the

Azeri, Chirag, Gunashli (ACG) field.

The pipeline is being built by the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan

Pipeline Company. The major shareholders of BTC Co. are

British Petroleum (UK) with 38.21% as its operator and State

Oil Company of Azerbaijan with 25%. Other shareholders

include Unocal (US), Statoil (Norway), Turkish Petroleum,

ENI (Italy), TotalFinaElf (France), Itochu (Japan),

ConocoPhillips (US), Inpex (Japan), and Delta Hess (US and

A Glance at the World's Most Controversial Oil Pipeline
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ther the shortest, nor logical.

The BTC oil pipeline was

built based on political expe-

diency, rather than commer-

cial feasibility."

Gugarats continues to say,

"Nevertheless, Armenia's eco-

nomic progress over the previ-

ous decade is testimony to the

failure of the economic block-

ade and policy of isolating

Armenia. Armenia's foreign trade as a proportion of the

GDP is larger than that of either Georgia or Azerbaijan, and

is more diversified and sustainable. In 2003, Armenia's

exports to the U.S. alone were

$37.6 million vs. $9.5 million

in exports from Azerbaijan to

the U.S. Sustainable economic

growth and development, and

regional cooperation in the

South Caucasus are impossible

without Armenia, and the

removal of the Turkish and

Azerbaijani blockade of

Armenia will greatly benefit all

the countries of the region." 

British Petroleum has plans to also build a

gas pipeline after it has finished building BTC.

The construction of the gas pipeline is planned

to be complete by the end of 2005. The gas

pipeline will run alongside the BTC pipeline for

much of its length. The pipeline called the South

Caucasus Pipeline (SCP), is also known as the Shah

Deniz pipeline, or the Baku-Tbilisi-Erzurum pipeline.

This pipeline will carry about 20 mill ion cubic meters of

natural gas per day, from the

Shah Deniz offshore gas

field, to the Turkish gas dis-

tr ibut ion system at

Erzurum, an Armenian ter-

ritory now within Turkish

borders.

The SCP will remain in

place for at least 40 years and

will carry $21 million worth of

fuel every day, an estimated $8

billion a year, or more than

$230 billion in the pipeline's

lifetime.

"By purposely avoiding the

more economic and commercially viable route through Armenia,

the developers of the pipeline are placing politics above econom-

ics. Under pressure from Turkey and Azerbaijan, they are setting

aside practical commercial considerations and artificially excluding

Armenia from regional develop-

ment and cooperation," said

ANCA Executive Director Aram

Hamparian. "Circumventing

Armenia hinders the development

of sustainable prosperity in the

region and contributes to instabili-

ty in a strategically vital part of the

world," he added.

The BTC Co. could have

saved over $600 million by

building the pipeline through Armenia, which is the shorter

and easier route. Studies from two independent Washington

based firms, CATO Institute and the Carnegie Endowment

for International Peace, have

even criticized the economic

justification for the Baku-

Ceyhan pipeline.

"Constr uct ion through

Armenia was not necessarily

the logica l  choice,"  sa id

Oliver  Broad, BP

Communicat ions Specia l is t

for the BTC project, in an

emai l  inter view with

Haytoug. "For example, a

pipeline could have been constructed south to Iran but

this option was dismissed due to external political con-

siderations. Political consid-

erations also ruled out the

construct ion of a pipel ine

through Armenia. In the end,

Georgia was selected as the

optimal transit country for

the construct ion of a

pipel ine running southwest

to Turkey." 

In addition to all indirect

revenue that will be generated

through the pipeline project,

Turkey will collect between

$140 and $200 million in the

first 16 years of the project

and between $200 and $300 million in the 17th to 40th

years. As an added bonus, the Turkish government will not

carry any financial burden for the construction of the

pipeline.

. . . Political considerations

also ruled out the construction

of a pipeline through Armenia.�
�
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Barahantesnyre gam d0nagadarov;ivn-
nyre ydk avantov;ivn y.a/ e 3y.a'oqagan yrc
yrcylu1  Yridasartov;ivnu yrci[in a-]yv
,arova/ gu nsdi yv a,qov= masnagxov;yamp gu
hydyvi yrcova/ do.yrovn5 yrpymn no3nisg p-ovnxk
par2raxnylow gam odki gancnylow yrci
zca3axovnx bahyrovn1  Ovsdi 3y.a'oqagan
yrcu gu ka]alyre yridasartov;ivnu anwyrabah
arda3a3dovylov1  Hydyvapar yrcu [i zsbyr yv
unthagaragu gu 3antcnyxne a3n in[ zcaxovmnyr
gam midkyru or ovni ovngntro.u1  Ovrymn yrp yri-
dasartu a3tbes angy./ arda3a3dov;ivn g\une
usyl e ;e polorowin hama2a3n yv hamozova/ e
yrcova/in hyd1  

#y.a'oqagan yrcu inknin ocyvori[ e
kani or ba3kari5 dy.i [dalov yv wyr]nagan
3a.;anagi ca.a'arnyru amyn yrci me]
qarsqova/ yn ovrymn an3a.;aharyli ov= mu gu
nyrga3axnyn1  Yrcu in[be|s 3avidyan gu l-
yxnys1  Yrp 3y.a'oqagan yrcin /novnt dovo.
clqavor trtabadja-u5 a3sinkn ba3karu5 or
unthanrabes martgov;yan azadov;yan 2cdovm-
nyrovn ardaxolovmn e5 inknin ,arovnagapar
3arov;ivn a-no. yv wyrabro. co3awijag e yv
hydyvapar yrcn al ba3karin mna3ovn eagixn e1
)rinag` 8Mynk angy./ zinovor ynk9 yrcu or
harivr darova3 30rinovm e dagavin a3s0r imasd
ovni5 saga3n o[ badmagan a-ovmow a3l
badrasdagamov;yan aztag linylow1  A3sinkn
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mynk cidynk yrcin badmagan manramasnov;ivn-
nyru pa3x a3t cidagxov;ivnen avyli myzi hamar
;angacin e yrcin a3=meaganov;ivnu5 a3s bara-
ca3in cyraco3n nbadagnyrov /a-a3o.
a,qadanknyrov iraganaxovmu yv 3a]o.ov;ivnu1  

Parypaqdapar ,adyrs badanygani gam
yridasartagani antam y.a/ ynk yv myr tasdi-
aragov;yan me] an'oqarinyli dy. ovni 3y.a'o-
qagan yrcu1  Y;e wa3rgyan mu mda/ynk ;yryvs
gov cank 3ancylov a3n yzragaxov;yan or yrc sor-
wilu myr sira/ a,qadankn er1   A3s
havanaganov;yan ngadmamp ivrakan[ivrin
badja-apanov;ivnnyru grnan darpyril5 saga3n
a-novazn meg angasga/yli iraganov;yan hanteb
daragar/ov;ian [i grnar ullal` polors al
pazma;iv 3y.a'oqagan yrcyr  cidynk1
Hydakrkragann a3n e or sdibo.agan barabov-
mi artivnk [e a3t a3l badmov;yan yv m,ago3;in
mdyrmanalov dyn[in 3acyxovmu1  A3sdy.
hamar2agov;ivnu ovnim crylov ;e unthanrabes yrc
sorwylen yv yrc yrcylen avyli sorwa/ ym kan karoz
lsyle1  :yryvs orowhydyv megu mivsen avyli
an2nagan e yv 0rinagi hamar yrcylu abrovmnyr gu
3a-a]axne oronk dbavorov;ivnnyr gu ;o.nyn1
Saga3n meg pan hasdad e7 myr 3y.a'oqagan
yrcyren sorwylik ,ad ga3` paro3agan imasdow yv
a3t badja-ow e or yrcyr 30rinova/ yn paro3agan
weh 3adgani,nyrov` a3sinkn ka]ov;yan yv hnazan-
tov;yan wra31

#y.a'oqagan m,ago3;i xa3dovn 3adgani,nyren min` 3y.a'oqagan
yrcu5 daracir ha3 syrovntnyrovn hamar ha3rynasirov;ivn nyr,n[o. yv
anngovn gamk gyrdo. ov=u y.a/ e1  Azca3in 3y.a'oqagan yrcyrov
mi]oxav ha3 yridasartn ov badanin irynx naqaha3ryrovn hyrosov;ivn-
nyru g\abrin yv so3n yrcyru anxyali t=ovarov;ivnnyru hasgnalov gamovr]u
gu hantisanan1  Mia3n myr azcin ov=in wsdahylov yv 3aradyv ba3kar-
ylov ca.a'arnyrovn go.kin ha3gagan 3y.a'oqov;yan lavaco3n =a--
ancov;ivnnyren e 3y.a'oqagan yrcu1   

_azmig Harovn
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Che Guevara on Global Justice
By Ernesto �Che� Guevara

Is there an alternative to the neoliberal globalization that is ravaging our planet?These classic

works by Ernesto Che Guevara present a radical view of a different world in which human solidari-

ty and understanding replace aggressive capitalist competition and exploitation.Included here are

Che's essay, "Socialism and Man in Cuba," his controversial speech in Algiers in 1965, and his final

message to Tricontinental, in which he calls for the creation of "Two, Three, Many Vietnams." Che

Guevara was born in Argentina and traveled throughout Latin America before joining the Cuban rev-

olutionary movement that toppled the Batista dictatorship in 1959. Although best known for his writ-

ings on guerrilla warfare, this book shows Che as a profound thinker with a radical world view that

still strikes a chord with young rebels in every country today.

"And if someone says we are just romantics, inveterate idealists, thinking the impossible, that the masses of people

cannot become almost perfect human beings, we will have to answer a thousand and one times: Yes, it can be done;

we are confident that humanity as a whole can advance." -Ernesto �Che� Guevara

A Testament of Hope : The Essential Writings and

Speeches of Martin Luther King, Jr.
By Martin Luther King, Jr.

"We've got some difficult days ahead," civil rights activist Martin Luther King, Jr., told a crowd

gathered at Memphis's Clayborn Temple on April 3, 1968. "But it really doesn't matter to me now

because I've been to the mountaintop. . . And I've seen the promised land. I may not get there with

you. But I want you to know tonight that we as a people will get to the promised land."

These prohetic words, uttered the day before his assassination, challenged those he left behind to

see that his "promised land" of racial equality became a reality, a reality to which King devoted the

last twelve years of his life.

These words and others are commemorated here in the only major one-volume collection of this

seminal twentieth-century American prophet's writings, speeches, interviews, and autobiographical

reflections. A Testament of Hope contains Martin Luther King, Jr.'s essential thoughts on nonvio-

lence, social policy, integration, black nationalism, the ethics of love and hope, and more.

�Just as Socrates felt that it was necessary to create a tension in the mind so that individuals could rise from the

bondage of myths and half-truths to the unfettered realm of creative analysis and objective appraisal, we must see

the need for nonviolent gadflies to create the kind of tension in society that will help men rise from the dark depths

of prejudice and racism to the majestic heights of understanding and brotherhood.� -Martin Luther King, Jr.

Rules for Radicals
By Saul Alinsky

First published in 1971, Rules for Radicals is Saul Alinsky's impassioned counsel to young radicals

on how to effect constructive social change and know "the difference between being a realistic radi-

cal and being a rhetorical one." Written in the midst of radical political developments whose direc-

tion Alinsky was one of the first to question, this volume exhibits his style at its best. Like Thomas

Paine before him, Alinsky was able to combine, both in his person and his writing, the intensity of

political engagement with an absolute insistence on rational political discourse and adherence to the

American democratic tradition.

�What follows is for those who want to change the world from what it is to what they believe it should be.  The

Prince was written by Machiavelli for the Haves on how to hold power.  Rules for Radicals is written for the Have-

Nots on how to take it away.� -Saul Alinsky



Pyunic is a non-profit organization serving disabled children and individuals in Armenia. The organi-

zation was established in Armenia after the devastating 1988 earthquake. The Los Angeles Pyunic

chapter/board members bring awareness to the States about Pyunic, and help with monthly financial assis-

tance. Some of the different programs Pyunic offers are computer lessons, summer and winter camps for the

children, a sports program and an early intervention program, which provides newborn babies and children

who are mentally and/or physically challenged with therapy to enhance their levels of development. The

sports program enabled four Armenians to participate in the summer Paralympic games in Athens, represent-

ing Armenia. With our help, Pyunic can continue its much needed assistance for the disabled in Armenia.

September 17 - 28, 2004 four Armenian athletes partici-

pated in the XI Summer Paralympics games in Athens,

Greece. The games included archery, swimming, table ten-

nis, and weightlifting. Among the participants, the

Armenian athletes included:

Marine Hakobyan - Archery - She became dis-

abled as a result of the 1988 December earthquake.

Mariam Sahakyan - Swimming, backstroke 50m class

- She has neurofibromatosis, sclerosis of the wrist

part of the spinal cord.

Onik Hovakimyan - Wheelchair marathon - He was

disabled during the 1988 December earthquake.

His right leg below the knee has been amputated.

Gevorg Karakashyan - Power lifter - He is a dwarf.

Pyunic 
Union for the Disabled
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Tamar Yardemian

How often do you go to church?
The last time I found myself in church
was during a wedding, and before that,
maybe for Easter two years ago. We
continuously fight to keep our
Armenian identity, but often ignore
the fact that Christianity has defined
Armenians for centuries. In many
ancient history books, Armenians are
merely mentioned due to their reli-
gious beliefs. If it weren't for
Christianity, I believe that Armenians
could have easily disappeared into
neighboring nationalities, without a
trace of existence. Today, we have a
history, culture, and language. In 2005,
we as Armenians are celebrating the
1600th anniversary of the Armenian
alphabet.

In 301AD, Armenians adopted
Christianity, without yet having a writ-
ten language. The first preachers read
the Bible in Greek or Syriac and orally
translated it to the Armenians. This
left people feeling discouraged, not
being able to fully understand and
absorb the faith of Christianity. For
this reason Mesrob Mashdots decided
to create an alphabet from the spoken
language. In 405AD, it was believed
that the creation of the alphabet was
going to divinely serve to spread the
word of God. The first Armenian
writing was Mesrob Mashdots' transla-
tion of the Bible. Armenians now had
a written language to record their his-
tory, culture, and religion.

Now, we have survived 1600 years
since Saint Mesrob Mashdots paved
the path to our culture's existence. Our
alphabet, language, religion, culture,
and cause are all tied together to create
the Armenian identity, which exists
within every one of us. Let us stay
close to all aspects of our heritage, and
continue to fight for the survival our
ancestors never took for granted.

Art by Raffi Art Haroutioun
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Raffi Art Haroutioun

Organized movements and popular revolts often share the belief that

individuals within the struggle should not be placed on a pedestal. Almost

paradoxically, it is equally important for the cadres to have a certain rever-

ence for their leaders as an acknowledgement of their ability to interpret

the ideals and ethics of the cause - and that shall be exactly the reason why

they are chosen as the torch bearers.

They lead the army not because they are strong, but because

they make strength contagious. They cannot uproot the Oak tree alone,

but they are able to make the masses believe that the Oak tree must be

uprooted.

They who create the impulse for the cause carry the banners

which different groups follow. Observe how those who initiate the first

impulse - the architects of the cause - begin to walk on a certain path and

groups of other enlightened beings follow them. The inevitable end of

this process is a continuous birth of new leaders. These new principals

walk in the same direction - the vertebrae of their path is that very road

that gave homage to the marching feet of the first inclination; however, it

is no shame for the new leaders to walk on different sides of the road, uti-

lize the back streets, side streets, or alleyways.

Fundamentally, these leaders of the cause realize the map of the

times. On this map they faintly see the dotted lines denoting the way.

When they are able to show their groups this map and the group identi-

fies with that map - seeing the dotted lines that are unapparent to the

unwilling eye - only then may they lead. Only then may the group follow.

The result of this, aside from the ends of the cause, is a widespread rev-

erence for the leaders - fundamental for the infusion of duty to take place.

What is duty?  In taking a Kantian approach (the most suitable

approach for any sacred cause that requires a certain level of moral and

ethical absolutism) duty is the necessity to act out of reverence for the law.

Law implies some form of command - Immanuel Kant presents this

command as a "Divine Command" that comes from a higher being - God.

There must be some form of command to bring forth a sense of duty.

As Christian duty is realized through the Bible and other Holy scriptures

which interpret that which God commands, the soldier must recognize his

duty through the leaders that interpret the "Divine Command" that is

bespoken for the cause of war, insurrection, or peace-making - tailored

based on the ideological grounds of the cause. This agent of the Gods

steadfastly becomes the "Divine Command" on its own individual level by

upholding and morphing into the ideas of the Architect of Life; likewise,

the General of the army - the agent of the cause - becomes a form of

"Divine Command" for a select mass by upholding the ideologies of the

architects of the cause.

No belief can exist under a false God; similarly, no belief can

exist under the guidance of an incapable interpreter - one that attempts to

materialize the ideals and distribute them to the masses, consequently

forming a collective of primates honored and rewarded for their good

deeds. Furthermore, only belief can exist when an agent, representative,

or leader invokes the spirit of the cause and not the utility to the individ-

ual. This supreme inclination - inclination for duty versus being inclined

to be dutiful - can only be summoned by a leader who creates reverence

for himself and his interpretations by revering the ideologies and laws of

the "Divine Command" on a personal level that is pure. Show me the man

who realizes the act of duty in itself and not that which will materialize as

an effect of an inclination to fulfill that duty and I will realize him as he

who is one with the "Divine Command": he uproots the Oak because he

must pass through, not because it is in the way.

Duty and
LEADERSHIP

Knight of Cilicia

The secondary and primary motives of the ones

accused cause me to sit and compare religion and pol-

itics in a new way. For every attainment of a long

waited desire, there is a longing desire to take that

which was attained by those who have what you do

not. The material riches, land, and women can be

taken of course, further, one can simply integrate

beauty into his own gene pool with a simple rape, but

the art, music and faith cannot be taken so easily, and

if one has and another does not, the other shall like to

be the only, so that if he cannot have, the other does

not have either, however, consider that the other will

have as long as he is alive, his death would ensure the

end of those haves, and a general not having will take

over.

Having and not having has been the reason for all

the wars fought. Having and not having is what we

have been taught. I thought once to myself that if I

were to have while another does not, the plot would

thicken and things would erupt.

Many ideas are corrupt, but art cannot be raped.

Music cannot be pillaged. And faith cannot be castrat-

ed. Culture can only grow, and indeed from the small-

est seed its growth would be the most profound.

Understanding this reality we can come to the conclu-

sion that it is never impossible to advance a culture no

matter how defiled.

Culture cultivates nationalism. And as culture cul-

tivates, nationalism grows also. For this development

to occur, all we must do is sow into every single man

a fertile and lush plane of soil that will be receptive

and longing for the seeds of culture to clench him

with its burly roots

A man must see the already blossomed rose of

another man to want a rose himself. He must see the

beauty of that rose, and understand the value of its

petals, the depth of its leaves, and the vigor of its

thorns. If he does not see all this, then his heart is not

pure, and it can never serve as a harvest for the most

beautiful things the world has to offer for a People.18



Suzy Bezikian

What do you feel when you hear the word "Turk"? Do you

feel angry? Do you feel upset? Do you feel anything at all? How

about when you come into contact with someone of Turkish

heritage? This question has been haunting me for quite some

time. It was not until recently when I came face to face with a

Turk. My first impression of him was not a gruesome one. He

did not have a long curling mustache. He did not seem like he

was on a hunt to kill and rape. He actually did not possess any

of these negative, villain-like images I have had embedded in

my mind. To tell you the truth, he actually looked a lot like an

Armenian, one of us. At that moment, I was struck with con-

fusion. How could I possibly have hate towards someone that

looks like some of my friends? To make matters worse, he was

incredibly friendly and kind. He actually went out of his way to

approach me and introduce himself. I felt horribly guilty by just

introducing myself back to him. Naturally, I acted like any

Armenian "should" act. I acted like his great grandparents had

killed mine. I was mean, bitter, and incredibly hostile. Of

course, he knew that I wanted to keep my distance simply

because he was a Turk, and I was an Armenian.

Now that some time has passed since I last saw or spoke to

him, I have had some time to reflect on this experience. I want-

ed to comprehend why I was so awkward and distant with an

individual who was so genuinely nice. I wanted to understand

why I did not even give him the chance to prove that he was

just an average twenty-something year old like me. I wanted to

understand why I felt so guilty for even speaking to him.

Throughout my adolescent life, I have been told what to feel

towards Turks and their culture. I have been told to detest

everything about it. I have been told that killing a guilty Turk

for revenge is the honest and honorable way to go, for all Turks

are thought to bear some sort of responsibility for what hap-

pened to the Armenians. Fortunately or unfortunately I have

Tamar Yardemian

"So", they say, "sounds like you have an accent, what are

you?" "I'm Armenian." "Oh, when did you come to America?"

"Well, actually, I was born here, but my parents are Armenian."

"Oh, I see, when did your parents arrive from Armenia?"

"Actually, my parents were born and raised in Lebanon, but their

parents were Armenian." "Ahh, okay, so you're Armenian-

Lebanese-American?" "No. I am an Armenian!"

News flash ladies and gentlemen, my generation is inherent-

ly experiencing a very serious identity crisis. We learn about our

culture, heritage, religion, and language, and day after day we hear

stories of struggle and survival. Yet, as soon as we step outside of

our homes, school and society is incredibly uninterested in who

we are. In order to be successful in anything we pursue, there is a

need for transformation, a need to become a different persona in

the "real world." Are we cursed to lead a double identity in order

to please all? 

come to realize that this way of thinking is outdated. That was

a justified mentality for Soghomon Tehlirian, who assassinated

one of the perpetrators of the Armenian Genocide. About 90

years have passed since the Armenian Genocide. The way we

live and think must be updated and modernized.

I don't want anyone to get the wrong idea, though.

What I am trying to express is that I am proud of all those

men and women who risked their lives to get our message

across. I am honored to learn about them, and sing about

their lives and heroic conquests. I think this organization is

based on a selfless cause that demands a restitution of

what was stolen from our grandparents. But I still think

that we have reached a time when we have to revisit these

issues. My confusing emotions stem from the fact that I

have not had the opportunity to discuss these types of

concerns with my peers. I think this is an imperative issue

that affects all of us on a daily basis. I think we need to

openly and freely express our viewpoints regarding this

matter. I am personally struggling with how to feel and act

when I once again come into contact with a Turk. My

rational side tells me to treat him or her as I would any new

individual I meet. Simultaneously, another side of me feels

that being friendly would be a betrayal to all those

Armenians that were massacred in 1915. My mind tells me

that a Turk I meet casually on the street has no direct con-

nection with the Ottoman Empire. On the other hand, I

am reminded that until the Turkish government formally

and officially acknowledges the genocide, I should not give

any Turk the same respect I would give any other person.

I am certain that I don't stand alone with these contradic-

tory feelings.

So I pose this question to all readers: how do you think an

Armenian-American should behave and act around a Turk?

Regardless of the type of attitude this question might provoke,

a discussion must be opened.

I find myself taking my experience as an Armenian, and redirecting it into dif-

ferent aspects of my life, be it school, work, or social environment, in order to carry

uniqueness in my overall being. Somewhere along the way, I understood the need

for change and adjustment, and gained flexibility in order to survive. I see all of these

characteristics within every single one of my Armenian friends, who share similar

immigrant stories. We continuously struggle to stay close to our Armenian persona,

but have changed in response to our environment. It seems as though we as young

Armenian-Americans have each undertaken a revolution within ourselves.

I truly believe that this revolution, this revolutionized lifestyle, is healthy. It keeps

our minds fresh and contemporary, it keeps our society moving in a forward direc-

tion, and it forces us to live in a progressive manner. The only way my generation of

Armenian-Americans will overcome this identity crisis is by accepting this revolu-

tion, and by using it to our advantage. Adopt the American lifestyle, adapt to it in a

necessary way, gain the respect of influential Americans around you, and you will

succeed in everything you wish to challenge. The skill remains in being true to the

new identity that we unwillingly bear, yet willingly defend in order to succeed.
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Staffwriter

On October 1, 2004, amidst the frenzied, alternative setting of Sunset's Key Club, a clus-
ter of Armenians gathered to support a group known as The Apex Theory. The group
appeals to a large Armenian following, and to help encourage Armenians to vote and take
part in the upcoming elections, the band united with ANC as well as the "Rock the Vote"
campaign to help promote the importance of voting. Both campaigns set up a booth at the
entrance of the club, and provided informative handouts as well as voter registration appli-
cations for those who attended. While enjoying an adrenalin-driven evening of high spir-
its and great music, the crowd was able to gather vital information regarding the elections,
better preparing themselves for the crucial decision-making in November 2004.
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WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN MUSICAL INFLUENCES?
SAMMY J. Watson (Drums) - Rush, Miles Davis, Michael Jordan and Frank Zappa.

ART Karamian (Vocals and Guitar)- My main influences are Dave and

Sam. We spend so much time improvising every day, we react to one

another, and trigger each other. We do a lot of jamming, and you learn a

lot about yourself when in situations like that.

DAVE Hakopyan (Bass) - I listen to anything and everything. We live in

a very rhythmic type of world. There are constantly things I'm listening

to which sound like music to me. The other day, while I was printing

something, it was making a really great rhythm, and that influences me to

write something. I am influenced by the world around me.

MUSIC BEING THE INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE HOLDS

LOVE, PEACE AND UNITY WITHIN ITS ESSENCE. DO YOU

TRY TO PROMOTE THESE HEALTHY ASPECTS OF LIFE

THROUGH YOUR MUSIC?
ART - It happens unintentionally, because that is the type of people we

are, and it somehow resonates. I have been told that there is a positive

vibe in our music, and I believe it is a collection of who we are.

AS AN ARMENIAN-AMERICAN, DO YOU PLAN ON USING

YOUR MUSIC, YOUR WORK AND YOUR EFFORTS TO HELP THE

ARMENIAN CAUSE, WHICH MIGHT INCLUDE GENOCIDE

RECOGNITION, ARMENIAN ECONOMY, CULTURE, ETC.?
DAVE - Yes, of course, as much as possible. I was born in Yerevan, and there-

fore the Armenian culture and tradition are close to my heart. Even the non-

Armenian band member Sammy, has become part of the family. If our band's

music could somehow influence the Armenian youth in a positive way, then

we can't ask for more than that, because that would be amazing. And, I'm hop-

ing it has in the past, and it will continue to in the future. A good percentage

of the kids who come out to our local shows are Armenian, and I love show-

ing these kids that there are other things you could do with your life, if you are

an artistic person then you can take that path and make it a career. As far as

the genocide goes, of course, if we could help out in any way, we would. At

our last show, we had ANCA come out, trying to campaign for Kerry.

ART - I think it happens when Armenians in different avenues of life do some-

thing that people gravitate towards, it's obviously a platform to let the world

know where we are from, our history, and who we are as a people. I think music

is a great way to do that, whether it's benefits or just speaking about it, or even

just bringing awareness to the fact that there are Armenians doing a lot of dif-

ferent things, and showing that we are very capable of anything.

WE HAVE SEEN ANC BOOTHS AT YOUR SHOWS. ARE THERE

ANY OTHER POLITICAL OR SOCIAL GROUPS YOU WORK

WITH? 
DAVE - We had Rock the Vote come out on tour with us. This effort might

help get young people to vote. We want to motivate them to go out there

and state their choice on who they want to be the governing power. We

would love to involve some other health care organizations, or grassroots

type of efforts in the future.

ART - I don't consider myself a political person, but if there is an issue that

makes me think, then it should make other people think. So if it's a good

cause, I would love to be a part of it.

WHAT MESSAGE DO YOU HAVE FOR THE YOUTH OF TODAY?
SAMMY - Strive. Strive harder. I see a lot of laziness and a lot of youth

looking for shortcuts. This mentality slows down evolution. Don't let

today's technology soften us; it's still good to get your hands dirty.

WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF IN FIVE YEARS?
ART - I can't answer that. I believe that the joy in life is the not

knowing. You have to be okay with uncertainty to truly be happy.

We live in a time where every minute is accounted for and your

entire week is filled up before it has even started. You have to

embrace uncertainty to actually enjoy life, moment to moment. If

you are just focused on a goal, you will ignore all the steps it took

to get there, and forget to enjoy it.

WHAT COUNTRY ARE YOU ITCHING TO ROCK?
SAMMY - Global, all of them, bring it on. If there is a child in Cambodia

or  India, they are just as important as any other child anywhere else.

ARTIN - Armenia would be great. I would love to play for anyone who

appreciates music.

DAVE - Japan.

HOW DO YOU THINK THE YOUTH CAN HELP FURTHER

THE ARMENIAN CAUSE?
DAVE - First of all, Armenian kids need to get along better. Every now

and then we still hear about Armenians from different places having hos-

tility with one another. If we all represented ourselves as Armenians, and

not part of this or that organization, we would be closer to helping the

whole Armenian cause move forward. At the end of the day, we are all for

the same thing.

theapextheory.com
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I got a husband, then a son
Named Kikos, with a pointy hat.
And he climbed this tree by this stream
Then fell down and broke his head, splat!
Oh dear Kikos, oh my dear son!

The mother waits and waits, and sees 
That her eldest has not come back.
So she sends her second daughter 
Off and says, "Go and see why your
Sister is late." And so she leaves.
Now when the older sister sees 
Her younger sister from afar
She starts to cry louder and says,
"Come, oh come here pitiful aunt,
See what's happened to your Kikos."
The eldest girl tells her sister,

I got a husband, then a son
Named Kikos, with a pointy hat.
And he climbed this tree by this stream
Then fell down and broke his head, splat!
Oh dear Kikos, oh my dear son!

"Oh my dear Kikos, Oh!" Bellows
The second sister as she sits
Next to her sibling. And so now 
Both girls start crying together.

The mother waits and waits, and sees
That her daughters have not returned.
So she sends her youngest daughter
Off and says, "Listen, go and see
Why your sisters have not come back."
So the youngest daughter sets off
And finds her sisters sitting and 
Crying together by the stream.
"Why in the world are you crying?"
The oldest sister then responds,
I got a husband, then a son
Named Kikos, with a pointy hat.
And he climbed this tree by this stream
Then fell down and broke his head, splat!
Oh dear Kikos, oh my dear son!

"Oh your poor aunt, my dear Kikos!"
Cries the youngest, beating her head.
She sits next to the other two
And their three cries ring louder still.
The mother waits and waits, and sees
All three daughters have not come back,
So she goes looks for them herself.
When they see their mother coming 
The three daughters begin to shout,
"Come, Come unlucky grandmother,
See what's happened to your grandson!"
"What grandson?  What's happened?" She asks.
The eldest then tell her mother,

By Hovhaness Toumanian

A Verse Translation by Sos Bagramyan

I got a husband, then a son
Named Kikos, with a pointy hat.
And he climbed this tree by this stream
Then fell down and broke his head, splat!
Oh dear Kikos, oh my dear son!

"May your grandmother's eyes go blind
My dear Kikos!" The mother cries.
She then sits by her three daughters
And all four of them start to cry.
The father then sees that his wife
Has gone after their three daughters
And has failed to come back herself.
So he decides to go himself
And see what's kept them all away.
As soon as they see the father's
Head pop up down the road, they cry,
"Come, Come pitiful grandfather,
see what has happened to Kikos!"
"What Kikos, what are you saying?"
The father responds, lost in shock.
The eldest girl tells her father,

I got a husband, then a son
Named Kikos, with a pointy hat.
And he climbed this tree by this stream
Then fell down and broke his head, splat!
Oh dear Kikos, oh my dear son!

"Oh dear Kikos!" The mother and
her three daughters wail on their knees.
The father, being the wisest,
Says to his wife and three daughters,
"You silly women, what are you 
Crying for?  No matter how much you
Wail, no matter how much you
Cry, you will not bring Kikos back!
Get up and let�s go to our house,
Invite our friends and hold a wake
And honor our dear, dear Kikos.
What good will all your crying do?
This here is the way the world works,
And so Kikos shall leave the world
The same way that he entered it."
It so happened that one ox 
And one small pot full of flour 
Is all that they had in the world.
Only when they kill their one ox,
Make bread of their bit of flour,
Invite people and hold a wake 
All in the honor of Kikos
Are they able to ease their pains.

There was a poor man and his wife
Who had three daughters. The father
One day is thirsty from work,
So he tells his eldest daughter
To get some water from the stream.
Now, at the bottom of this stream
There stands a tree, and when the girl
Sees this tree she says to herself,
"Let's say I find me a husband
And have myself a son, and name 
Him Kikos, and Kikos comes and
Climbs this very tree, he will fall down
And break his poor head on this rock�
Oh my dear Kikos, Oh�" Right then 
And there she sits under the tree
And begins to sob while she wails,
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Hovhaness Toumanian's The Death of Kikos was written as a social satire

in the form a folk tale, and because of its folk tale structure the short story has

ingrained itself in the Armenian popular conscience as well as the Armenian lit-

erary culture. As with all great satires, the story and its lessons go beyond the soci-

ety and the time for which it was initially composed.

In America's political system, society's primary source for information is the

news media. The news media, however, is by nature a secondary source; the vot-

ing public, by and large, does not get its information from a government

spokesman or political candidate, who is the primary source. What we see on tel-

evision and read in the newspaper is a second-hand account of what a spokesman

has said or what the candidate's stances are. The media, then, serves as a filter

for political messages. What the news delivers is only a part of a candidate's

speech or only a quote or two from a long official document. Also, in an era

dominated by the sound bite-a tool which political candidates have learned to

utilize-the public is saturated by short, attractive yet ultimately superfluous mes-

sages regarding a candidate's stance on complex issues. Even our current pres-

idential debates, which consist of a two-minute argument followed by a 90-sec-

ond response, do not live up to the multifaceted subjects they address. This is

a far cry from the spectacular Lincoln/Douglas senatorial debates of 1858

which stretched for several hours at seven different locations (as opposed to

three) on the controversial issues of the day.

The political messages relayed by the media, which are composed of

partial truths and filtered data, are reported at a highly repetitive rate.

This is not necessarily a criticism of modern media, but rather an obser-

vation of the nature of network news. What the public gets in a given elec-

tion is the same handful of messages repeated by different political talking

heads verbatim until their partial truths are taken for substantive facts. It is

this lack of mental and social awareness, the mistaking of fiction for fact,

Toumanian warns against in his story.

The eldest daughter so firmly believes she will have a son who

will die that she refers to his death in the past tense to

all her family. She repeats the story of Kikos's

death so many times that it just adds to the

tragedy of the event as seen in the grow-

ing number of mourners in the tale

(the mother and two sisters). This

eventually escalates to the whole

town mourning for the death of a

child that never existed. Thus, Kikos

is real not only for the primary char-

acters of the family, but implicitly

for the whole village that mourns for

Kikos. Through repetition of speech,

a tragic fiction is taken as a tragic fact.

It is when all of society is affected and

altered by Kikos's death where

Toumanian's comedy takes a serious turn:

what starts as a farcical tale about a foolish

village family turns into a threat to society's con-

ception of reality. Toumanian's moral can be

applied to the contemporary political as well as the

social realm: Society must exercise a healthy dose of

skepticism to keep the democratic process healthy and itself

in touch with reality.



Staffwriter

As an Armenian artist, Ara Oshagan works to project the

experience and reality of being an Armenian through the

images he captures within his photographs. Oshagan explores

the multi-layering within the understanding of the Armenian-

American identity through his recent exhibit entitled Traces of

Identity at Barnsdall Park. He portrays an inclusive array of

highly emotional and provocative images plucked from the

everyday lives of friends, family and acquaintances alike.

Oshagan's works reflect a potent imagery that engages the

viewer with the essence of his vision of Armenian-Americans,

a vision that cuts across the board for all Armenians, and

brings into question the vital concerns that we as diasporans

face. According to its press release, "The exhibit brings togeth-

er the strands of a diverse and vibrant Armenian presence

across the breadth of the greater Los Angeles area. It address-

es issues of identity and displacement common to many immi-

grant communities."

Oshagan's style portrays a sense of voyeurism as well as a

sense of partaking, which characterize his style of photogra-

phy; Oshagan is the photographer, yet he is also a fundamental

component of the photograph, as his subjects seem to be

aware of his presence within his pictures. His photographs

define the essence of being Armenian-American from the per-

spectives of all walks of life. Oshagan captures Armenians on

vacations, at parties, weddings, funerals, markets, and even in

prison. He strives to portray the experience of being an

Armenian living in the Greater Los Angeles area. Ara Oshagan

artistically reveals alternative lifestyles that Armenians living in

Los Angeles have embraced.

These questions of identity and self-awareness fuel many

artists of our day. From such artistic expression we are able to

further understand ourselves while bringing into question the

contemporary concerns and issues of our day. Art can serve as

an abstract means of acknowledging contemporary issues, par-

ticularly those we fail to address. It also aids in accepting and

even appreciating the diversity that we encounter. Ara

Oshagan's images are raw and reflect the truth within our lives.

If we are ever to understand ourselves, and attempt to define

our "identity" we must first gaze at these images and truly trace

our identity from one individual to the other.

Cell, Ironwood Prison, Blythe, 2003

Entrance, St. Gregory Armenian Apostolic Church, Pasadena, 2001

Ararat Convalescent Hospital, Eagle Rock, 2002

www.araoshagan.com24
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